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Like the reverse character of the reader who travels to the most exotic places without moving from an 

armchair, Toni Catany (Llucmajor, Majorca, 1942 - Barcelona, 2013) was able to feel at home almost 

anywhere. His home was where there were things to take pictures of. He was a great collector of the 

most varied of objects, and in his walks through Iran, Venezuela, India, Mali or Cambodia, he gathered 

future domestic items, items that would silently wait their turn until he decided to grant them a place 

of privilege in one of his still lifes. 

 

Toni Catany had an atlas where he marked all the places he visited. It is curious to find that Barcelona, 

where he moved in the sixties to become a photographer, is not marked, whereas his native Llucmajor, 

in Majorca, is. It was perhaps a way to remind himself where he had begun to develop his eye for 

beauty. In Morocco and, later, Tunisia he rediscovered the Mediterranean of his childhood, the one 

lost beneath the tiles of seaside promenades, the hotels and the shade of palm trees, artificial 

substitutes of the old pines. 

 

The memories of his youth appeared in the most unusual places. When Catany visited Margarita Island 

for the first time he had two contradictory revelations. On the one hand, he discovered a lost paradise 

à la Gauguin: apparently pristine nature, bright colours, the idyllic kindness of its people. On the other, 

almost everything reminded him of Llucmajor. Only the pines were missing, he said. To find 

Mediterranean resonances in Venezuela is a healthy reminder that identity, or better, identities, are 

something one always carries with him or herself. There is nothing as prone to crossbreeding as art, 

nothing is more effective against the impositions of fixed identities. 

 

At the exhibition which has just been dedicated to him at Madrid’s Sala Canal de Isabel II, the curators 

had the great idea of including some of Catany’s personal effects alongside his photographs. One is not 

entirely surprised to find pieces of artificial fruits painted in bright colours, brought from one of his 

visits to the Caribbean. Catany’s photos possess a dense and tangible quality, almost edible, something 

he shares with his friend Miquel Barceló. This quality can be found both in his perfectly composed still 

lifes made in the intimacy of his home and in the ones he improvised on the streets of India. At the 

exhibition there were also seashells, rough and beautiful wooden toy boats and fish, fabrics, a whole 

array of souvenirs he dignified through his pictures. 
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Catany possessed his objects, he preserved them, cared for them. He identified himself with them. 

Even the most aseptic artworks are self-portraits, but there are artists who conceal this fact better 

than others. Some, like Catany, do not even try. On occasions, his appropriation of the subject extends 

to his portraits. In some of them we can almost see the fulfilment of that old nineteenth-century fear 

shared by our not-so-remote ancestors, who feared that a part of their souls had been lost on the 

plates of the daguerreotypes. In Catany’s portraits made with transferred polaroids, the lack of sharp 

profiles and the saturation of colour lends them a somewhat ghostly appearance, as if certain details 

had been lost on the way. His portraits, says Cristina García Rodero in the documentary Time and 

Things, seem to come from another time, they seem timeless. 

 

Antoni Garau, director of the artists’ Foundation, told us how every time Catany returned from one of 

his journeys a common friend would say something like: ‘Let’s see what Marco Polo has brought.’ 

Despite living in a time where there was not an unmapped corner of the planet left, Catany did not 

cease to be surprised during his journeys. For Marco Polo and those who awaited his returns it was 

easy to feel amazed when presented with objects from the Far East. The fact that the images of 

Catany’s late-twentieth century travels move today’s viewer, who has the whole world on Google, is a 

miracle. Catany travelled not in search of adventure but of wisdom. ‘The journey is a means to acquire 

knowledge. A journey is a search and an escape.’ An escape which inevitably leads to Llucmajor. 

 

 
In Margarita Island, Venezuela (transferred polaroid ,     .  Fundaci  Toni Catany 
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